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About This Game
Perfect if you want to to have an extremely short and different experience.
The Master is a first-person stairs climbing game. The goal is to reach to top.
Warning: You may find this game boring!
Contains hidden secrets.
Contains online features: place panels that others can see when they play. You can see their panels too!
Please rate the game if you finish it, to help knowing The Master.
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Title: The Master
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Gem Rose Accent, Corentin Derbré
Publisher:
Gem Rose Accent
Release Date: 29 Jan, 2018

b4d347fde0
Minimum:
Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system
OS: Windows 7
Processor: Quad-core Intel or AMD processor, 2.0 GHz or faster
Memory: 6 GB RAM
Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4600 or higher
Network: Broadband Internet connection
Storage: 1 GB available space
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Dungeons are pristinely clean, and the pop-up progress bar ruins immersion, but the VR gameplay works great. Spooky; alot like
Amnesia. One of the best VR titles of 2017. I have won this game in a lucky drawing. Firstly first picture is wrong, there is not
such thing as "Striking a shattering blow against devilish Robot", that is Episode 2, which looks it was planned to be added, but
since the game is no longer at Early Access and is showing at many bundles now I don't have much hope for it. The game is
almost 50/50 for me, if devs will introduce next Episode(s) I would be more then happy to change my mark to possitive.
This is an arcade game.
Advantages:
-good optimisation
-runs under Linux
-trading cards
-nice graphics (and nice girls)
-crew and upgrades (although only 2 ships to choose from)
-enjoyable but difficult at some times
-optional grinding levels
Disadvantages:
-short (my time is time it took me to end the game - see also beginning of this review)
-leftovers from flash/android platform like time waiting, premium crystals (although devs ware able to remove all
microtransactions and crystals are nicely introduced into the game)
-there could be far more content (like different guns, more ships, maybe artgallery). This is a beautiful piece of art. 22/-0. I
joined a cult 10/10. Buggy paid copy of a freeware game.. Reskinned copy paste of first game with tiny bit of features added,
way overpriced and worth a while to buy it for 3 euro if you liked the first one but still you won't see many of the features from
first part. 3\/10. While Steam calls it a racing game, I'd say Nimbus is more of a puzzle game. Your ship simply falls and must
conserve momentum and use elements of the levels to propel itself. Most levels involve using switches and pushing various
objects around to reach the goal. A very fun game, although priced a bit high at $9.99. Pick it up while it's on sale.. loved it
,very good story, too emotional.
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I created a load of OP coconuts around me and some bees.
Roland killed things sometimes.
Orlando the peanut has mad knockback yo.
I don't think I quite understood the game.. Hate it, i was playing it then i switched the game off because i was going to sleep
cause i was sleepy. The next day all my data is gone and it gave me the tutorial, i am never playing it again!. This game brought
me back to 90's. I liked the game a lot.
I got good wibes when passing some challenging levels. Feels good.
Musics fits really great to this awesome pixel art, also character movement and robot hand handling feels so polished.
I really love the level design on this game and some of the mechanics are absolutely insane.
Definetely looking forward what the creator design next.. {EDIT: DID NOT Receive for FREE - checked box in error - oops
sorry}
Aozora Meikyuu is a very short VN, but of good quality, and the price is fair. In the Discussions, many stated having difficulty
getting anything but the violent ending, but that was not my experience, as the story ended peacefully the 1st few times I ran
through it. I was able to achieve the violent ending, but it took making stupendously stupid decisions at the screens where you
must choose a path\/answer or fail to answer in time.
For the price and quality ... 9\/10 With a degree of replayability for the various endings.. This is a kinetic novel with a single
choice in it. It is moody, lyrical, touching, and with a stinger at the end, exactly what I hope for from Ebi's games.
Anyone who has played several of Ebi's games before will recognize the themes here--this game reminds me the most of her
early "Is This the Life?" and Sweetest Monster, but there are a few moments that recall "Strawberry Vinegar," "Asphyxia," and
"The Way We All Go."
My one tiny reservation is that I was not a fan of the sprite for Lily (either the old or the new one)--it just didn't grab me. The
eyes and the mouth looked a little odd. That small point aside, this was great.
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